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VIO CUSTOM STRAP TEMPLATE - 450x47mm   - Design in CMYK color mode
Email completed design along with order number to: custom@virtuepaintball.com
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This area of the strap is where the woven label is sewn on the LEFT side of the VIO (when worn). Older VIOs do not have this woven label. 

Designing VIO straps is realatively simple. Vector or Photo (raster) art can be used. If raster art is used, it must be high resolution (300ppi). But the file MUST be saved in the Strap Template artboard
as either a PDF or AI file. If you wish to use a JPG or other art, import it into this file and make sure it is embedded as a high resolution file, and not linked. You can delete this instructions artboard 
and the sample strap design to reduce the filesize.

YOUR DESIGN WILL NOT GET THE WOVEN AND RUBBER LABELS AS SHOWN IN THIS FILE. The template locations are provided for your reference ONLY to help situate your designs.

The strap design is 450 x 47mm. You MUST use the template on the left. If you submit any other file, delays will result and you will be asked to resubmit.
 
Please use the guides on the strap template and the explanations below to help situate your graphics on the strap. These guides provide rough location approximations, but based on individual 
strap tightness, ear pad position, etc, the visibility of the graphics can vary slightly.

Only one strap design per order.

>>>>> EMAIL YOUR COMPLETED STRAP DESIGN TO custom@virtuepaintball.com  <<<<<<  
>>>>> Include your Order Number with your artwork. <<<<<<  

This area of the strap is where the rubber label is sewn on the RIGHT side of the VIO (when worn). Older VIOs do not have this label.

This width area of the strap (and naturally everything above this rectangle) is where the strap shows through on the LEFT side of the VIO. This is pretty much the
only part of the strap that can be seen from the LEFT side.

This width area of the strap (and naturally everything above this rectangle) is where the strap shows through on the RIGHT side of the VIO.

This area of the strap is obscured behind the top strap. You can almost never see this area of the design.

This area of the strap is visible from the back of the head. Some portions of the design may be obscured depending on how tight or 
loose the strap is adjusted.
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VIO CUSTOM STRAP  INSTRUCTIONS
PLEASE CAREFULLY REVIEW


